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When Were Together
Mark Harris

Capo on the 6th fret

I hope the chords are correct. Have fun !

Intro: Eb Bb Eb G# x2

Verse

G#                   Bb
I d like to sail to lands afar
Eb                              G#
Out on a boat that s built for two
G#                   Bb
Beneath a canopy of stars
Eb                                    G#
That would be just like a dream come true
G#                Bb
Just to be with you

Chorus

Eb         Bb        Cm
And oh, oh, oh, ohhh
G#
When we re together
Eb         Bb      Cm
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
G#
Feels like forever

G#
Worries seem to fade away
Bb              Gm    Cm
As they become as distant memories
G#
When we re together

After chorus play intro ( Eb Bb Eb G# )

Verse 2 - Same as verse 1

I d like a castle on a hill



Where you and I could spend the day
And I d love to go where time stands still
And all that doesn t matter fades away
You are here with me

Chorus 2 - same as 1

And oh, oh, oh, ohhh
When we re together
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
Feels like forever

Worries seem to fade away
As they become as distant memories
When we re together

Bridge:

Bb
And I d love to
Cm
Dance with you
Gm                    G#
Under the big blue sky
Bb
We d hold the
Cm
Wonder of the moment
Gm                   G# ( hold )
As the moment passes by

After bridge play intro ( Eb Bb Eb G# )

When we re together

Chorus 2 times ( the same as the first )

And oh, oh, oh, ohhh
When we re together
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
Feels like forever

Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
Feels just like forever!!
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh
Yeah, whenever we re together
Oh, oh, oh, ohhh

When we re together


